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Coherent excitation of an ensemble of quantum objects underpins quantum many-body phenomena and offers the opportunity to realize a memory that stores quantum information. Thus far, a deterministic and coherent interface between a spin qubit and such an ensemble has remained elusive. Here, we first use an electron to cool the mesoscopic nuclear-spin ensemble of a semiconductor quantum dot to the nuclear sideband–resolved regime. We then implement an all-optical approach to access individual quantized electronic-nuclear spin transitions. Finally, we perform coherent optical rotations of a single collective nuclear spin excitation—a spin wave. These results constitute the building blocks of a dedicated local memory per quantum-dot spin qubit and promise a solid-state platform for quantum-state engineering of isolated many-body systems.

A controllable quantum system provides a versatile interface to observe and manipulate the quantum properties of an isolated many-body system (1). In turn, collective excitations of this ensemble can store quantum information as a memory (2, 3)—a contemporary challenge for quantum technologies. While a number of hybrid qubit-ensemble approaches have been pursued in the last decade (4, 5), nuclear spins remain the most promising ensemble candidate owing to their unparalleled coherence times. Such a nuclear ensemble interfaced with a (spin) qubit is described elegantly by the central spin model (6, 7), studied in donor atoms embedded in Si (8, 9), diamond color centers (10–12), and semiconductor nanostructures (13–16). In these systems, the state of the central spin and of the spin ensemble that surrounds it are tied by mutual interaction, allowing proxy control over the many-body system and long-lived storage in principle (2). Realizing this scenario with an electron in a semiconductor quantum dot (QD) offers access to a large ensemble of nuclear spins with quasi-uniform coupling to the central spin. In this system, coherent addressing of the ensemble via the central spin has yet to be shown, and a limiting factor is the thermal fluctuations of the surrounding spins that obfuscate the state-selective transitions required for such control. However, driving the central spin can stimulate exchange of energy with its surrounding spins, and thus modify the properties of its own environment. This has been shown to reduce the uncertainty on the collective spin state of the isolated QD nuclei, leading to prolonged electron spin coherence (17–21).

In this Report, we use all-optical stimulated Raman transitions to manipulate the electron-nuclear system and realize a coherent interface. First employing a configuration analogous to Raman cooling of atoms (22), we drive the electron spin to reduce the thermal fluctuations of the nuclear spin ensemble (Fig. 1A). Cooling the nuclear spin fluctuations to an effective temperature well below the nuclear Zeeman energy (~1 mK), followed immediately by detuned probing of the electron spin resonance (ESR), we reveal an excitation spectrum of transitions between many-body states that are collectively enhanced by the creation of a single nuclear spin–wave excitation—a nuclear magnon. Finally, we drive a single magnon transition resonantly, inducing coherent exchange between the electron spin and the nuclear spin ensemble.

Our system consists of a charge-controlled semiconductor QD (23), where a single electron spin is coupled optically to a charged exciton state, and magnetically to an isolated reservoir of N (10⁴ to 10⁵) nuclear spins of As (total spin $I = 3/2$), Ga ($I = 3/2$), and In ($I = 3/2$), as in Fig. 1B. We drive the electron-nuclear system with a narrow two-photon resonance at detuning δ from an excited state, whose linewidth $\Gamma$ is tunable via the optical pumping rate of the electron spin (Fig. 1B), as with Raman cooling (22). The optical parameters set the dissipation rate relative to the energy scales relevant for cooling, which are the nuclear Zeeman energy $\omega_n$ and the hyperfine coupling energy per nucleus $A_n$ like the phonon and photon recoil energies for trapped atoms (22). In atomic physics, the motion of an atom relative to detuned driving fields leads to a velocity-dependent absorption rate via the
Doppler effect and, together with the photon recoil momentum, to a damping force that is the basis of laser cooling of atomic motion (24). In our system, the hyperfine interaction between the electron and nuclei leads to a shift of the ESR that depends linearly on the net polarization \( I \) of the nuclei \((\delta < 1)\) on a principal transition of amplitude \( \Omega \) that flips the electron spin only \((25, 26)\). With fast electron spin reset, absorption on the sidebands at polarization-dependent rates \( W(I) \) can increase (+) or decrease (−) the mean nuclear polarization \( I \), as shown in Fig. 1C, in a process known as dynamic nuclear polarization \((6, 27)\). The evolution of this complex system pitting drift \( W(z) \) against diffusion \( \Gamma (I) \) is captured elegantly by a simple rate equation \((26, 28)\):

\[
\frac{dI}{dt} = -\frac{\Gamma_{\text{tot}}}{3N/2} \left[ I_n - f(I) \right]
\]

where \( \Gamma_{\text{tot}} = W_+ + W_- + \Gamma_0 \) is the total diffusion rate and \( f(I) = (3N/2)(W_+ + W_-)/\Gamma_{\text{tot}} \) is the cooling function that reduces fluctuations, as in Doppler cooling \((24)\). The polarization \( I_0 = \delta/(2A) \) is the steady-state of the dynamical system defined by Eq. 1, as shown in Fig. 1C. Rate extrema occur when the Overhauser shift brings a sideband transition in resonance with the drive, \( 2A \mathbf{n} (I_n - I_0) = \omega_n \) (for \( \omega_n \gg A \)), suggesting that Overhauser fluctuations can be reduced below the nuclear Zeeman energy, \( \omega_n \). The driven ensemble experiences damping proportional to the cooling-function gradient, \((5N/3)f'(I_0)\). For a probability distribution \( p(I) \), the fluctuations \( \Delta I_0^2 \) are reduced from their thermal-equilibrium value \( 5N/4 \) (Fig. 1C) by \((23, 28)\):

\[
\Delta I_0^2 = \frac{1}{5N/4} \left[ \frac{2}{3} f'(I_0) \right]^2
\]

From the electron’s perspective, a commensurate reduction of fluctuations occurs for a highly polarized nuclear ensemble, which to-date has not been achieved. This occurs at thermal equilibrium when the energy \( k_B T \) falls below the system’s defining energy scale, here the nuclear Zeeman energy \( h\omega_n \). The fluctuations in Fig. 1C thus correspond to an effective temperature below \( T = h\omega_n / k_B = 1 \text{ mK} \) \((23)\).

Figure 2 highlights the optimal conditions for cooling the nuclear ensemble. The electron coherence time \( T^*_e \) is a direct measure of nuclear polarization fluctuations \( \Delta I_0^2 = 1/2(\Delta T^*_e)^2 \) \((21, 23)\), therefore Ramsey interferometry on the electron spin \((29, 30)\) serves as our thermometer. We parametrize temperature as a cooling performance factor \( (5N/4) / \Delta I_0^2 \) as a function of Raman rate \( \Omega \) and excited-state linewidth \( \Gamma \), as shown in Fig. 2A. A maximum of ~300 is found where the Raman rate \( \Omega = 17 \text{ MHz} \) is approximately half of the nuclear Zeeman splitting \( \omega_n = 36 \text{ MHz} \), and the excited-state linewidth corresponds to optical saturation, \( \Gamma \approx 25 \text{ MHz} \). This is in quantitative agreement with our theoretical prediction, shown in Fig. 2B, that accounts for nuclear-spin diffusion and inhomogeneous broadening \((23)\).

The Raman rate \( \Omega \) and the electronic excited-state linewidth \( \Gamma \) determine the spectral selectivity and the diffusion rate of the cooling process. For best cooling, no absorption should occur at the stable point \( I_0 \), while sideband absorption should turn on sharply in response to polarization fluctuations away from \( I_0 \). Optimal values for \( \Omega \) and \( \Gamma \) thus depend on the sideband spacing \( \omega_n \); \( \Omega \), \( \Gamma \ll \omega_n \) entails high spectral selectivity but weak sideband absorption near \( I_0 \) while \( \Omega \), \( \Gamma \approx \omega_n \) entails strong absorption on the sidebands but low spectral selectivity. Figure 2C depicts this dependence of the cooling function \( f(I_0) \) on the optical parameters: the damping \( f'(I_0) \) is largest when the Raman rate is approximately half of the nuclear Zeeman energy, \( \Omega \approx \omega_n/2 \), and when close to saturation \( \Omega \approx \Gamma / \sqrt{2} \). We confirm this experimentally in Fig. 2D by changing the applied magnetic field: the values of \( \Omega \) and \( \Gamma \) that optimize the cooling performance are proportional to the sideband spacing.

The lowest temperature of our system is a function of distinct diffusion and broadening processes competing with Raman cooling, through magnetic-field dependent rates: in the low-field regime, homogeneous broadening of the ESR dominates \((29, 30)\) (purple region in Fig. 2E), while in the high-field regime optical diffusion does \((23)\) (red region in Fig. 2E). Further, electron-mediated nuclear spin diffusion \((31, 32)\) counteracts Raman cooling in both regimes. Figure 2E displays the magnetic field dependence of the temperature optimized against optical parameters. Our results follow closely the field-dependent bounds obtained from modelling the diffusion processes (solid curve), and establish the globally optimal cooling performance of ~400 at ~3.3 T. Operating close to this field, we prepare the nuclear ensemble at an effective temperature of 200 \( \mu \text{K} \) \((23)\). There, the Overhauser fluctuations are well below the nuclear Zeeman splitting, \( 2A \sqrt{\Delta I_0^2} = 7 \text{ MHz} < \omega_n = 22 \text{ MHz} \) (at 3 T), which places our system well into the sideband-resolved regime.

We now probe the electron-spin state in the coherent regime where dissipation is turned off, \( \Gamma \to 0 \). We drive the ESR for a time \( \tau \) at a detuning \( \delta \) and measure the electron \( |\downarrow\rangle \) population (Fig. 3A). Figure 3B shows this time-resolved spectrum obtained from our theoretical analysis \((23)\), where we expect five distinct processes, as shown in Fig. 3C: a central transition at \( \delta = 0 \), and four sideband transitions at \( \delta = \pm \omega_n \).
The nuclear spin-flip transitions originate from the strain-induced electric field gradient that couples to the quadrupole moment of all QD nuclei, mixing their Zeeman eigenstates (16). The quadratic nature of this interaction allows the nuclear polarization to change either by one quantum \((I_z - I_z ± 1)\) (25, 26) or by two quanta \((I_z - I_z ± 2)\); these selection rules apply to all QD nuclear spin species. A first-order perturbative expansion of the hyperfine interaction (23) dresses the ESR with these transitions. When the driving field with amplitude \(\Delta\) is detuned from the principal transition by one or two units of nuclear Zeeman energy \(\omega_n\), these resonant transitions occur with an amplitude \(\eta \delta\), as sidebands of strength \(\eta = DA_n / \omega_n\); here \(A_n = 0.015A_i\) is the non-collinear hyperfine constant parametrizing the perturbation. The driven electron cannot distinguish the \(\sim N\) possible spin-flips that take \(I_z\) to \(I_z ± 1, ± 2\), which leads to the degeneracy factor \(D ≈ \sqrt{N}\). This underpins the collective enhancement (33) that makes the nuclear spin-flip sideband transitions so prominent in our system.

Figure 3D shows the experimental spectra averaged over short delays \(\tau = 0 − 150\) ns, where \(\eta \tau ≈ \pi\), revealing the principal ESR with optimal (violet data) and suboptimal (red data) cooling. The feature width is a convolution of the drive Rabi frequency \(\Omega\) with the Overhauser field fluctuations \(2A_i \sqrt{\Delta I_x}\), and highlights the spectral narrowing achieved by Raman cooling. Figure 3E shows the time-frequency map of this measurement. At \(\delta = 0\), the principal ESR leads to Rabi oscillations at \(\Omega = 3.8\) MHz. At larger delays where \(\eta \Omega \tau ≈ \pi\) and at a sufficient detuning from the principal transition \(\delta \gg \Omega\), the emergence of four sideband processes agrees well with our predictions. Figure 3F is a standout observation of the sideband spectrum, integrated over \(\tau = 850 − 1000\) ns. A five-Gaussian fit (dashed curve) verifies that the sidebands emerge at integer multiples of \(\omega_n\) and the shaded area highlights the theoretical spectrum. Our results confirm that the sideband drive can excite selectively a single nuclear spin-flip in the ensemble and highlight that \(\sim N\) sufficiently identical nuclei are simultaneously coupled to the driven electron. In contrast to magnons in ferromagnetic materials, this type of collective excitation is based on an electron-mediated interaction, in close analogy to photon-mediated magnon-polariton modes in strongly coupled light-matter interfaces (3). Until now, such a collective nuclear-spin excitation had only been observed as ensemble measurements of atomic gases (34) and magnetic materials (35, 36), while our result represents the deterministic generation of a single nuclear magnon by interfacing the nuclei with an elementary controllable quantum system.

This spectral selectivity enables coherent generation of a single-spin excitation, provided it is faster than the dephasing times of the electron \((T_2 ≈ 1\) \(\mu\)s) (30) and the nuclei \((T_2 = 10\) \(\mu\)s) (32). Figure 4 illustrates this coherent drive via Rabi oscillations. Detuning maximally from the quenching effect of coupling to the principal transition, we drive one of the sidebands \((I_z - I_z + 2)\) with \(\eta \Omega > 1/\tau\) (Fig. 3C), and measure for delays \(\tau \gtrsim \pi / \eta \Omega\). Figure 4 presents measurements with three Rabi frequencies \(\Omega = 7, 9, 12\) MHz (23). Oscillations of the electron spin population at a fraction \(\eta\) of the carrier frequency \(\Omega\) are a direct measurement of coherent electron-nuclear dynamics. We attribute the sharp appearance of oscillations above a Rabi frequency \(\Omega ≈ 10\) MHz to reaching a sufficient sideband coupling \(\eta \Omega ≈ 1.5\) MHz to overcome inhomogeneities, which exist on a MHz-scale within a more strongly coupled subset of nuclei (29). Our master equation model (solid lines in Fig. 4) captures this inhomogeneous broadening that limits the Rabi oscillations. The gray-shaded areas represent \(±20\)% deviations of Rabi frequency, and our data’s drift toward lower Rabi frequency at long delays suggests a dephasing mechanism that depends on accumulated phase \(\Omega \tau\). Our model further allows us to reconstruct the nuclear-spin population transfer, where the effect of off-resonant excitation of the principal transition is not present, and shows that the electron spin population transfer is accompanied predominantly by nuclear spin population transfer (23).

The value \(\eta \sim 15\)% directly extracted from the coherent oscillations in Fig. 4, confirms the \(\sim \sqrt{N}\) enhancement of the sideband transition strength arising from the collective nature of the magnon excitation. Indeed, owing to sufficient coupling homogeneity, the nuclei can be treated as an ensemble of \(N = 30,000\) indistinguishable spins under the hyperfine interaction with the electron. Oscillations in Fig. 4 indicate the creation and retrieval of a coherent superposition of a single nuclear spin excitation among all spins, forming the basis of many-body entanglement as found for Dicke states (33). This occurs despite operating near zero polarization, where the degeneracy of nuclear states is maximal. Strikingly, this exchange of coherence is far from the bosonic approximation available for a fully polarized ensemble (2). Furthermore, an intermediate drive time \(\eta \Omega \tau = \pi/2\) generates an inseparable coherent superposition state for the electron and the nuclei.

In this work, we have realized a coherent quantum interface between a single electron and 30,000 nuclei using light. Making use of the back-action of a single nuclear-spin flip on the electron, the development of a dedicated quantum memory per electron spin qubit in semiconductor QDs becomes viable. Future possibilities also include creating and monitoring tailored collective quantum states of the nuclear ensemble, such as Schrödinger cat states, by harnessing Hamiltonian engineering techniques.
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Fig. 1. An electron controls a nuclear ensemble. (A) The central spin scenario: (left) a spin interacts with a thermally fluctuating ensemble; (middle) in the presence of dissipation, the driven spin can cool the ensemble to a lower effective temperature; (right) driving the spin can create coherent superpositions of single spin-flips as collective excitations of the cooled ensemble. (B) Realization of this scenario in a semiconductor QD, under a magnetic field in Voigt geometry, optically pumped to electronic spin state \( \uparrow \) by a resonant drive \( \Omega_p \) via the trion state \( \uparrow \uparrow \downarrow \) of homogeneous linewidth \( \Gamma_0 = 150 \text{ MHz} \) at a rate \( \Gamma \sim \Omega_p^2 / \Gamma_0 \leq 38 \text{ MHz} \). The electron-spin splitting is (Overhauser) shifted by its hyperfine interaction \( 2A_c I_z \), where \( A_c = 600 \text{ kHz} \), with an ensemble of \( N \) (10^4 to 10^5) nuclear spins, described by mean polarization states \( I_z = [-3N/2, 3N/2] \) (taken for spin-3/2). Far-detuned (> 1 nm) Raman beams drive the electron spin resonance (ESR) at a Rabi frequency \( \Omega \approx 40 \text{ MHz} \), including transitions that simultaneously flip a single nuclear spin \( I_z \rightarrow I_z \pm 1 \) at frequency \( \eta \Omega \) (\( \eta < 1 \)). (C) Cooling dynamics: the time-derivative of polarization \( dI_z / dt \) depends on the polarization \( I_z \), through the Overhauser shift and the nuclear-spin flipping transitions \( W_\pm \). The polarization \( I_0 \) is the dynamical system’s stable point, where the width \( \Delta I_z^2 \) of the probability distribution \( p(I_z) \) is reduced (violet) compared to its value without cooling (red).
Fig. 2. Optimal cooling of the nuclear ensemble. (A) Experimental Raman cooling performance $5N/4\Delta I_z^2$ as a function of Raman rate $\Omega$ and excited-state linewidth $\Gamma$, at 5 T. The maximum of 300 is reached for $\Omega \sim \omega_n/2$, and saturation conditions $\Gamma \sim \sqrt{2}\Omega$. (B) Theoretical prediction of (A). (C) Calculated cooling curves $f(I_z) \propto W_+ - W_-$ at optical saturation $\Omega = \Gamma / \sqrt{2}$ for increasing rates. The largest damping $f'(I_0)$ occurs when $\Omega \sim \omega_n/2 = 18$ MHz (orange curve). (D) Raman rate and excited-state linewidth at the measured optimal cooling performance as a function of $\omega_n$ at 3 T, 4 T, 5 T, and 6 T. Solid curves are the corresponding theoretical calculations. (E) Magnetic-field optimal cooling. Circles represent the maximum cooling performance at a given magnetic field. Shaded regions are cooling limits, and curves from a theoretical model [see main text and (23)]. Error bars represent one standard deviation of uncertainty.
Fig. 3. Resolving single nuclear magnons. (A) Spectrum measurement sequence, from left to right: Raman cooling, Rabi drive ESR at detuning $\delta$ for time $\tau$, and optical readout of the electron $\downarrow$ population (23). (B) Theoretical ESR spectrum buildup as a function of two-photon detuning $\delta$ and drive time $\tau$, for a Rabi frequency of $\Omega = 3.3$ MHz on the central transition. Sideband coupling $\eta$ is fitted (23). The model is a master equation treatment of the driven electron-nuclear system, accounting for electron dephasing, where the nuclear system is reduced to collective states with polarization close to $I_0$ (23). (C) On the right, the ladder of electronic and nuclear states showing the carrier $I_z \rightarrow I_z$ and sideband transitions $I_z \rightarrow I_z \pm 1, I_z \pm 2$ from an initially spin-up polarized electron at a nuclear polarization of $I_z$. On the left, the same transitions represented within a single nuclear spin-3/2 manifold. (D) Spectra with optimal (violet) and poor (red) Raman cooling at average delay $\tau = 0 \rightarrow 150$ ns. The dashed curves are Gaussian fits with standard deviation 7.7 MHz and 44.6 MHz, respectively. (E) Experimental spectrum buildup with $\Omega = 3.8$ MHz. (F) Spectrum at integrated delay $\tau = 850 \rightarrow 1000$ ns. The solid curve is the same time slice averaged from the theory spectrum of (B). The dashed curve is five Gaussian functions centered at $\delta \sim 0, \pm \omega_n, \pm 2\omega_n$ (23).
Fig. 4. Coherent oscillations of a nuclear magnon. Electronic excited-state $|\downarrow\rangle$ population (23), measured after a Rabi pulse of $\tau$ at $\delta = -2\omega_n = 52$ MHz detuning, at 3.5 T. The carrier Rabi frequency $\Omega$ is 7, 9, and 12 MHz (23) for measurements shown in the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively. Solid curves are the corresponding theoretical calculations with $\eta = 15\%$, using the same carrier Rabi frequencies. The shaded areas represent a $\pm 20\%$ deviation in model Rabi frequency.
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